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Another summer has
passed and fall is upon us. The
tree colors are changing and
so are the temperatures. These
changes cause the crappie’s
appetites to spike. Food is on
their minds to prepare for the
coming winter temperatures.
This is an exciting time of the
year to fish for crappie.
This year there has been
more food for the fish than past years. Various sizes of
shad and minnows abound. I am seeing thicker crappie
with lots of stored up fat all over the country. But, that
will not stop the crappie from performing their normal
fall feed and hence growing even more in weight and
length.
Cooler water temperatures mean the fish can
freely roam their body of water without fearing a lack of
food or oxygen. You can bet they will be near some kind
of structure, especially brush piles in slightly deeper
water or ledges where schools of food abound.
This is where electronics play a part. No matter the
brand, use side and down views to see the depth and
locations where food and schools of crappie coexist.
I like to use my Garmin electronics in clear view and
down vu. The new Panoptix is second to none for
locating and seeing fish swim live in the water column.
Use a Color C-Lector to determine the color best
match to water clarity and to the depth the fish are
relating to. It works.
If you live in the North, the end of October is a
good time to be thinking about servicing your outboard.
I have just gotten my Yamaha Sho serviced and
inspected to ensure everything is lubricated, water
pump is functioning correctly and if stored have the
cylinders fogged and the gas treated. Check fuel filters
to ensure they are clean and replace lower unit lube to
keep all gears immersed.
Be sure to check out our how-to articles and
videos in this fall edition to help you locate and catch
those big slab crappie.
Dan Dannenmueller, Publisher
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ROCKS & BOULDERS

M
any fishermen are comfortable
dropping a bait into stained or dingy waters

full of snags, stumps and logs. The same
fisherman may be uncomfortable fishing
clear water with lots of rocks and boulders.
There are challenges but the hard cover can
produce quality crappie if the right tactics
are used.
Alex Johnson competes in tournaments
with the Central Alabama Crappie Club and
Crappie Masters. He calls home waters the
Alabama River and Lake Jordan. The two
places require different tactics with Jordan
providing deeper, clearer water with big
boulder opportunities. Similarities include
current and structure providing current
breaks.

Alex Johnson makes a cast and retrieve to
an underwater large rock.
“There are times when we spider rig
and times when we long line,” says Johnson.
“Like most fishermen, I prefer to feel the
thump of the bite so I’ll be using one pole
when possible. The one pole fishing is more
conducive to Lake Jordan because much of
the time the boat traffic is very heavy on the
lake. Casting is one of our most productive
methods.”
Johnson says casting is more efficient.
Bottom, cover and bites can be felt when
concentrating on one bait and having direct
contact with it. Vertical jigging is great too,
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but he prefers to cast unless the cover is
too dense, like a thick brushpile.
Casting has disadvantages too. He
says it may take 15 casts to get oriented
correctly to the cover. How the fish are
facing, the depth, and other variables can
cause exact location of a specific piece of
cover to be difficult to find.
“Casting is so much different than
spider rigging,” says Johnson. “Casting
also changes with current and wind. Spider
rigging might take more fish in a quick
period of time but we can have several
casts made in the time it takes to rig up,
bait and get poles out for spider rigging.
We can have it tested, a couple fish in the
boat, or be gone in the amount of time it
takes to get set up for spider rigging.”
Johnson says a key factor to any
cover is shade. He tries to make the first
presentations to the shady side. And, the
presentations are from the direction that
looks the most natural with the current.
“If fish are active casting is efficient
and the crappie will hit immediately. If the
fish are reluctant, the first thing to try is
presenting the jig from different angles. We
usually use a buoy to mark the non-visible
cover. Experience helps a fisherman
know which structures are most likely to
produce but sometimes only by fishing can
you know for sure if a spot does or doesn’t
have crappie.
“A lot of our scouting, finding and
elimination cover, like boulders, is with Side
Scanning. A look at side imaging, down
imaging and sonar from different angles
is important to make sure we see crappie
if they are there. Down imaging really help
pinpoint things.”
Johnson says he and his partner, often
his wife Jenni, like to pick spots with lots of
fish when they are fishing for fun. He says
tournaments are different because instead
of looking for spots with a hundred fish they
want covers with only three or four fish on
them because they are likely to be better
crappie. This is especially true on the river.
“It’s difficult passing spots with lots of
fish in search of bigger fish like we do during
tournaments. The exception to the rule is

A good plastic body with a color matching the
water clarity is critical. This is one of Johnson’s
choices for Lake Jordan, AL.
when the bite is tough and then we have
better odds with larger schools.”
Presentation
“We start by using our electronics,
pinpointing a spot and then using a marker.
We position the boat based upon the wind.
I would rather have a 10 mph wind than a 5
mph that is shifting. A shifting wind makes
maintaining boat setup difficult because we
position and then circle the cover casting
from different angles and covering all sides.
“Something we use a lot is the spotlock
on our Ultrex. You can set it anywhere you
need it and fish from there.”
Johnson has recently made a switch
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from monofilament to braided line. The
8-pound test braided line has small diameter
and limpness needed. The huge advantage
is better sensitivity. He says being able to
feel the bottom, cover, distinguishing a
bluegill bite and other advantages of better
sensitivity has made the move worthwhile.
Presentations are more productive because
of the feel.
Another presentation ‘game changer’
has been a Quick-Set jighead in 1/16 and
1/8-ounce. He says cover can be fished with
the weedless head in places a regular jig
would hang-up immediately. A hang-up with
a regular jig usually ends the catching at
that spot.
Johnson prefers a pink or unpainted
head with some type of Bobby Garland body.
The colors vary with water clarity. His wife
Jenni likes the Garland Baby Shad with lots
of glitter. “I’m a woman. I like anything that
sparkles so I like a sparkle body on a pink
head.”

rocks or other cover so they can ambush
bait when it floats by. So look for a current
break and present your bait where it looks
natural.
- Tim Huffman

Equipment for Casting
Rods: Berkley Cherrywood;
Browning Airstream; BnM Sam
Heaton 7-foot Super Sensitive
Reels: Lew’s Lazer G; Pflueger
President; Shimano Sienna or
Sedona
Baits: Road Runner; Quick-Set
head; Bobby Garland Baby Shad

Final Tips
A big boulder or group of rocks can
provide hiding spots for crappie. You can
find spots on your electronics and position
the boat. However, to be successful the
presentation must be correct. Retrieving
while feeling the rocks, bottom and other
cover in the spot is the only way to close the
deal. Johnson says to cast past the cover,
let the jig drop to the desired depth (maybe
bottom) and bring it back paying close
attention to what the jig is doing.
When cover is found, repeat casts to
the spot watching and feeling for bites. Also,
when the jig hits a piece of cover be sure
to bring the jig just far enough so it will fall
after passing the limb, rock or whatever you
hit. The falling action gets into the crappie’s
home and triggers more bites.
Johnson says casting is a very simple
form of fishing that can be more fun than
having poles everywhere. It takes a little
practice but it’s something almost anyone
can do.
Final tip: “Crappie like a little current
but not a lot. I believe they get behind big
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Swinging a fish to the boat is the reward for finding a spot and making a good
presentation.
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by Vic Attardo

C
rappie fishing is always about where
you’re at and where they’re at. They, being the
fish.

The factum is just as appropriate when
it comes to fishing for fall crappie in northern
latitudes. Considerations break down, first,
according to the size and depth of the water;
next, the conditions -- water temperature,
weather, clarity, etc. etc, etc.
If you’re only accustomed to fishing
below the Mason Dixon line, then you’re in for
a bit of a shock when coming north. Not only
is “crop-ee” pronounced “crap-ee” but when
November rolls around, the fish are rarely on
wide flats, unless of course, that is all the fish
have available to them. The tactic of trolling
a spider rig across an expansive stretch is
just not the number one way of going after fall
crappie in the North. Instead it’s all about spot
structure: the crappie spot it and hang there,
you fish it and catch fish.
Of the myriad types of structure
available to the Northern angler one that is
often overlooked is that of temporary cover.
Not easy to classify, temporary cover is
nonetheless something that is there today,
was not there yesterday or a few yesterdays
before that, and may not be there tomorrow.
Nonetheless if temporary cover teams up with
a place that fish normally gravitate to in the
fall then you might have a true hot spot full of
eager crappie.
Probably the most common type of
temporary cover is a log that has been swept
in during high water. The log has replanted
itself in a soft bottom or wedged against hard
structure and is now a crappie magnet.
Perhaps the funniest temporary cover
I ever fished -- yes I said funniest -- was a

log that had floated into a wide bay in Lake
Champlain on the Vermont side. The bay was
known to have a river channel and bottom
structure that held good numbers of crappie
in the fall. But when the log set up shop, the
fecundity of the spot grew exponentially. Thing
is it wasn’t an ordinary log that was situated
out there in Lake Champlain.
The area’s Chambers of Commerce
like to promote a sort of Loch Ness knockoff they call “Champy.” Like the Lock Ness
Monster, Champy is rumored to be some sort
of pre-historic creature that lives deep in the
gargantuan lake. Actually this story might hold
some validity because 10,000 years ago Lake
Champlain was a salt water bay connected to
the burgeoning Atlantic by the St. Lawrence
River. A skeleton of a Beluga whale found in
Lake Champlain is on display at a Vermont
college.
For a potential boost to their economy
Vermonters have not stopped hoping that
Champy really appears. So when one particular
log with a long reptile like appearance floated
into the bay, the locals were quick to decorate
it with spines, tail and a head on an elongated
neck. They even went so far as to place a solarpower red light where the eye should be thus
presenting a dreamlike facsimile somewhat
anchored in the bay’s soft bottom. There’s not
a lot do in Vermont on many nights.
The thing is the log turned Champy
quickly became a crappie magnet.
When a buddy and I fished around the semifloating log, we found crappie at both ends
and along the middle.
As with most temporary covers, it takes
a bit of stealth to effectively fish these spots.
You should come upon t.c.’s with little or no
waves from your boat and your presentation
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Not all November locations are
temporary. Some such as ledges
and channel walls are downright
permanent, or as permanent as
Mother Nature allows. Also the
permanents are found in both large
and mid-size lakes. Here’s what
they can produce.
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out in open water or along a shoreline, are
good places to fish for crappie that may be
moving in some migrational transition.
Of course not all October-November
locations are temporary. Some such as ledges
and channel walls are downright permanent,
or as permanent as Mother Nature allows.
should be light and unobtrusive. It’s also a Also the permanents are found in both large
good idea to make your initial presentations and mid-size lakes.
from a decent distance -- that unfixed span
depending on water depth and clarity.
I like a toss a light bladed jig and soft
Like the Loch Ness Monster,
plastic, such as a Road Runner, or a wobbling
Champy is rumored to be some
minnow lure in strategic spots around
sort of pre-historic creature that
temporary cover. I begin by working the
outer edges then work my way back into the
lives deep in the gargantuan
cover if possible. Also with something like an
lake.
embedded log I want to work the sides with
efficiency, bring the bait close to and alongside
the length of cover. You never know where a
As the crow flies Lake St. Catherine
big crappie might be hanging out but always is little more than a thirty-minute bird flight
work shaded areas with particular care.
from Champlain. But at a little over 900 acres
How long this particular Champy’s with two wide ends and a narrow middle St.
sculpture stayed viable I can’t say but that is Catherine is a world of difference from the
the case with many a piece of debris, either former sea. A standout feature on this lake is
a collection of logs, branches, and uprooted the tight mapped isobars representing step
tree roots that temporary wedges themselves drop-offs on both the east and west side of
into an otherwise good holding area.
the lake (which primarily runs north to south).
All of these temporary covers, whether
Champy’s log body creates a good
structure. However, he appears to be
sliding up behind me possibly to steal a
few fish or bite off my head, I’m not sure.
(Jamie Vladyka photo)
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Northern latitude crappies like plain head
jigs, jigs with plastic and jigs with revolving
blades.
The isobars cover the transition from 10 to 50
foot depths.
I consider L.S.C. a microcosm of so many
northern lakes that I think if you’re successful
here in mid- to late-fall you have the basic
knowledge to be successful elsewhere.
L.S.C.’s crappie will be somewhere
among the tight contours. Off paper there are
just enough gaps between the lines that good
structure is found on both the rock ledges and
soft bottoms.
I’ve learned that the best way to work
these wide areas is by slow trolling minnow
lures, crankbaits and worm harnesses. All of
this is done behind the boat at distances that
get the baits low.
Since a worm harness is probably the
least known of this lure set, I’ll concentrate the
discussion there. A worm harness is basically
a long-leader spinner. The models I use are
18 inches in total length and feature a single
hook. The crappie prefer a simple Colorado or
Indiana blade as opposed to a blade style or

numbers of blades with even more thump and
vibration.
To bait up simply place a three- or fourinch section of night crawler on the hook and
troll at a speed that turns the blades. Crappie,
and other panfish, will race up and take the
bait as it passes by. Without a doubt you can
cover a lot of territory with a worm harness.
Another tactic I like on these long
contours is a bottom-bouncing sinker trailing a
floating minnow lure or crankbait. The bottom
bouncer is stiff wire with a near 90-degree
bend. The top arm has an eye to attach the
line and a swivel at the end of the upper arm
to attach a two-foot leader and the lure. The
lower arm has molded weight that keeps the
rig upright and bouncing or scratching the
bottom as you troll. The lure trails behind,
staying down in the deep strike zone.
Of course with temporary covers and
permanent structures, northern latitude
crappies also fall for plain ball-head jigs and
jigs with revolving blades, but you know all
about them. It’s the where and when you
employ these offerings that separate their use
from southern climes.
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- Vic Attardo

Story & photos by Brian Cope

I
n the early days of crappie fishing
tournaments, and crappie fishing in

general, spider rigging wasn’t a factor.
The use of multiple rods pushing and
pulling jigs became popular once
tournaments became a major player
in the crappie fishing world, and it’s
stuck around because it’s so effective.
But that doesn’t mean that jigging with
a single rod doesn’t have its place

anymore. Sometimes, it’s still the best
way to land crappie.
“One-pole
jigging,”
as
it’s
sometimes called, harkens back to our
earliest days of fishing. The simple act

of bating one hook and either feeling for
a bite or watching a cork is ingrained
in every angler ’s memory. But it’s not
just the romance that has anglers
stowing away the trolling gear in certain
situations.
John
Phillips
of
Wetumpka,
Alabama focused his efforts on singlepole jigging during the last day of the
2017 Crappie Masters Alabama State
Championship this past spring and it

Jonathan Phillips says when crappie are
stacked on cover it’s a good time to be
using a single pole.
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landed him and his fishing partner (and
wife) Alicia Phillips on the winner ’s
platform hoisting the championship
trophy. A glitch in his electronics
prompted him to stick to jigging, and it
worked to perfection.
The depthfinder portion of his
electronics worked fine, which allowed
him to find brush piles, but he lost the
advanced features that are so helpful
in spider-rigging. So jigging was more
suitable for Team Phillips on that day.
“But there are other reasons you
might jig instead of troll. Under certain
water and weather conditions, and even
sometimes when the crappie are just
stacked up on small pieces of structure
and not scattered about, those are
good times to fish with a single rod,”
said Phillips.
When jigging for crappie, Phillips
has three keys that anglers should
remember. First, he suggests anglers
use a buoy when finding brush piles.
Second, he stresses the importance of
using fresh, lively bait to tip your jigs.
Third, he said anglers should always
leave a group of fish while they’re still
biting.
Many anglers are in too big of
a hurry to start fishing, but Phillips
takes his time finding a good spot
first, watching his electronics until he
is satisfied that he’s in a good fishing
hole. Once he finds what he’s looking
for, he marks it with a buoy immediately.
Phillips said it’s important to catch
the fish that are higher in the water
column first. He believes many anglers
make a big mistake here by just dropping
a jig down into the middle of the school.
Pulling the lower fish up through those
on top can really scatter those crappie

Minnows are good for tipping a jig. You
have the attracting color of the jig plus the
natural look and action of a live offering. A
good aerator box is important.
that are nearer the surface and alert
them that something isn’t quite right.
If the depthfinder shows that a
big group of crappie are hanging out
10 feet deep and have another group
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hanging out just below them at 11 feet
deep, Phillips wants to catch those that
are 10 feet deep first.
“You don’t want to reel fish up
through other fish. They will scatter
and the bite will shut down. When I
hear other anglers talk about seeing
plenty on their depthfinder, but could

and just going for a boat ride. Keeping
your bait fresh and lively is often that
difference, and it’s easy to do.”

Final Tip
Phillips believes it’s possible to
fish one group of crappie too thoroughly.
He never wants to completely deplete
a single brush pile of crappie. It’s far
more valuable to him if he leaves that
group before they entirely quit biting.
“…every little detail can
“I’m a firm believer that crappie
mean the difference between
are attracted to other crappie. Anytime
catching fish and just going
you have a gathering of these fish,
other fish will join them at some point.
for a boat ride.”
If you find a good brush pile or hole
that’s holding crappie, you want them
to attract more crappie. Leave them
only catch one or two before they quit biting and head to another honey hole,
biting, that’s the mistake I think they and then you’ll always have plenty of
are making. They aren’t focusing on places to fish.”
the uppermost fish.”
- Brian Cope
Phillips likes to keep two poles
rigged slightly differently when jigging.
He uses one that has two jigs, with one
of the jigs anywhere from a foot to 18
inches above the other. On the other
rod, he only has one jig tied on. This is
the jig he uses to really probe the brush
piles and other structure. It’s easier, he
said, to keep one jig from tangling up
than it is two jigs.
In most cases, Phillips tips his
jigs with live minnows, and he doesn’t
like to have an inactive minnow on his
hook, so if a minnow gets hit but the
fish doesn’t take it in, he usually puts a
new minnow on.
He also insists on keeping his
minnows fresh by using a livewell with
an aerator. And he avoids putting his
bare hands into the well, using a small
net instead. This can help keep the bait
fresh all day instead of for only a few
hours, he said.
“On some days, you just can’t
keep the crappie from biting, but on
other days, every little detail can mean
the difference between catching fish
14 Crappie NOW October 2017

HOW TO?

Crappie NOW How To Power
Trolling Pole
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by Tim Huffman

Paul Alpers and Phillip Haynes, the
blend of old blood and new, teamed up
for an impressive win September 22-23
on Lakes Washington, Chicot, Ferguson,
Whittington, Lee and Paradise. There
were 125 teams facing hot weather,
heating water, falling water and heavy
fishing pressure to battle for the ultimate
prize in crappie fishing.
Paul Alpers won his first national
classic in 1984. He teamed with 32 year
old Phillip Haynes. The Missouri duo put
together a two-day weight, 14-fish, of
21.89 pounds. They jumped from eighth
place on day one to first place on day two.
Along with the coveted title of National
Champions, they took home $32,000 in
cash.
How They Fished
“Practice
was
terrible,”
says
Haynes. “We went to Washington first
but when we dropped minnows deeper
than five feet they died due to lack of
oxygen. We caught a few decent fish but
nothing great. On Wednesday we woke
up late, could only fish until noon so we
went to Ferguson Lake. Everyone said
the tournament couldn’t be won there.
We started to believe it when we caught
nothing but gar for a few hours. At 11
o’clock we moved and found an island, a
sandbar, that provided a break from the
current and had some deep water. We
immediately caught three good fish in
one spot, reeled up and left. We fished all
lakes but decided to fish Ferguson for the
tournament.”
Alpers says, “I was very nervous

because we knew there were some good
fish there but I thought it would take a
couple of big kickers and they would come
from Washington. The way all the fishing
happened at all the lakes that wasn’t the
case.”
The team trolled (spider rigged)
moving up and down the gradual depth
changes along the backside of the sand
bar. The big difference maker compared
to most other teams was that they fished
near bottom from 3 to 15 feet of water. Most
other teams, especially on Washington,
were fishing with baits 3 to 5 feet deep.
Haynes says, “On my home lake
after the drawdown we have a lot of
gradual sloping banks so we go up and
down to different depths until we find
the crappie. We did the same thing at
Ferguson because it had low, falling water.
The current with good oxygen all the way
to the bottom had fish confused so they
were at many different depths. We caught
a 1.90 at three feet and a 1.90 at 13 feet,
and fish all in between.”
The team said pressure built early
on the first day when at 9:30 they didn’t
have a keeper in the boat. They started
relying on the Humminbird 360 to put
them on specific fish. It worked by letting
the team know more precise depths where
the fish were located along with the ability
to target specific fish or groups of fish.
The team says day two were more
like going out for a day of fun fishing with
not too much pressure on them since they
were in eighth place. A difference in day
two from day one was 16 boats in the area
instead of 4 or 5.
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“One thing we found was a ditch
that had a little drop in deep water,” says
Alpers. “The fish were relating to the
ditch contours and that really helped us.
The fish were all up and down in depths
but anywhere with a contour break at any
depth definitely made a difference.”
A few of the team’s sponsors include
Martin Metal, Midsouth Tackle, Bug Band
and American Angler. “We couldn’t do this
without sponsors,” says Alpers. “It costs
up to $2000 to travel to a tournament to
practice and compete.”
On
winning
the
national
championship, Haynes says, “I’m young
but have been fishing tournaments for 14
years. I wanted to win a big one some

Phillip Lee and Paul Alpers, Missouri,
had consistent catches both days of the
tournament to take the national title and
$32,000.
day but I didn’t expect it to be this one. It
hasn’t really soaked in yet.”
Alpers says, “I didn’t think I could
beat the feeling of winning in 1984, but
I’ve had a burning desire to win another
one. If you don’t get excited about hunting,
fishing or whatever you do you should
find something else to do; winning this
one has made me so excited I can’t put it
into words.”
Male/female winners were Corry
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Batterson, IA and Dianne Stevens,
MO with 20.61.
The Adult/youth champs were David
Simmons,MO and Jaxon, Hall, GA
Big Fish was 2.19 caught by Barry
Morrow and Chad Mopin, MO.
Check out www.crappiemasters.
net or Crappie Masters facebook for
more tournament information.
- Tim Huffman

Gary Lee and Richard Bowling, Missouri, finished
a strong second with a good day-two catch.

Crappie Masters
National Championship
Top 25
21.89
21.50
21.47
20.91
20.62
20.61
20.60
20.40
20.27
20.14
20.13
19.96
19.78
19.65
19.57
19.53
19.37
19.26
19.12
19.00
18.94
18.87
18.81
18.76
18.51

Paul Alpers-Phillip Haynes
Richard Bowling-Garry Lee
TJ Grooms-Tony Grooms
Randy Wolf-James Butz
Steve White-David White
C Batterson-Dianne Stevens
Jonathan & Alicia Phillips
Don Collins-Roger Milby
Charles & Travis Bunting
D Townsend-Dan Johnston
Gilford & Shannon Sipes
Jeremy Aldridge-C Egbert
Jay Carr-Joe Lowery
B Christian-Dan Hudgens
Monty Blount-K Sullivan
Terry & Cole Stewart
Tony Thomas-Ronnie Bleas
Jeff Riddle
Rick Fajen-Earnie Cox
W Barmore-Mark Theodus
Barry Morrow-Chad Maupin
Jerry Gross-Debbie Gross
Tony & Mike Sheppard
Brian Kelly-John Beshers
Joey Hilton-Marty Graves

Crappie Basics

Crappie Basics #147

Choosing a Long Pole

There are many poles available so choosing can be a confusing
choice. Make the wrong one and you end up with a pole that you aren’t
happy using. Expert advice is important.
“The biggest question most customers have is knowing which pole
to choose when there are so many available. For example, which pole
does a fisherman learning to slow troll start with? We don’t want to
put a beginning fisherman in expensive poles, but rather find the right
balance of length, use, experience and cost. An experienced fisherman
is different needing a more sensitive, costly pole. My biggest tip is to
use a net to prevent a lot of broken poles.” …Wade Mansfield, Grizzly
Jig Company
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Story & photos
by Tim Huffman

T
he Lake. Northwest Missouri is full
of fun, adventure, fishing and history. It’s a

great place to take the family and do some
fishing, too. Smithville is 40 minutes from St.
Joseph and 45 minutes from Kansas City
Smithville Lake is relatively new
compared to other Corp lakes. It was
completed in 1982 filling to a summer pool
of 7200 acres. There are 4000 acres left
uncleared to create aquatic habitat. Irregular
shaped coves furnish more than 175 miles of
shoreline. The Jerry L. Litton Visitor Center
at the lake includes historical exhibits of the
area, dam, recreational opportunities and
more.
Derek Dorsy, Corps of Engineers
Park Manager at Smithville Lake says, “The
lake is a flood control lake with secondary
uses as a water supply, recreation, wildlife
and fishing. The main lake is cleared for
recreation with coves on the main lake
having some standing timber. East of the
Collin’s Bridge and north of the W Highway
bridge are still standing timber areas with a
lot of habitat remaining.”
“This is our seventh year for FISH,
Friends Improving Smithville Habitat,” says
Dorsy. “We have volunteers come out to
help the coordinated effort of the Corps,
Missouri Department of Conservation, and
Smithville Parks and Recreation to place
75 to 100 hardwood brushpiles. These are
not small; most 30 to 40 feet. We’re seeing
positive results of the program with our bass
and crappie catches improving in size.”
A mid-September fishing report from
Burton’s Bait & Tackle in Smithville says
crappie are starting into their active fall
patterns at Smithville. Fishing has been
excellent with limits being common. Most
crappie are being taken from brush piles in
10 to 15 feet of water.
St. Joseph. This town is located just

40 minutes north of Kansas City. It has a
population of about 90,000 making it large
enough to find anything you need yet is not
a crowded metropolitan. The Missouri River
connects with the town making it a popular
spot for catfishermen.
My number one recommendation for
learning, seeing and feeling the local history
is the Patee House built in 1858. It served
as headquarters for the Pony Express.
The house is a museum with original Pony
Express items but it has much more to see,
too. A street with all the old stores and offices
equipped as they were in the old days, old
ballrooms, toys, train engine and a working
carousel are all inside the house museum.
This is a classy, fun, informative place to
visit.
Another great place for outdoors
enthusiast is the Remington Nature Center.
History and nature collide for fun and
education. Civil War artifacts, a woolly
mammoth replica and 7,000 gallon aquarium
is part of the experience.
The Walter Cronkite Memorial includes
memorabilia of Cronkite along with many
photos and film clips of this reporter. He
earned a reputation of an honest reporter
and he wasn’t afraid to get in the trenches
with our military. He covered major space
flights, wars, and the JFK assassination.
The Glore Psychiatric Museum, Wyeth
Tootle Mansion and other tourist spots can
be seen in St. Jo.
The top of the list for places to stay is
the Stoney Creek Inn Hotel.
Smithville Lake, US Army Corps of Engineers,
www.nwk.usace.army.mil/Locations or call
816-532-0174.
St. Joseph Convention & Visitors Bureau,
816-233-6688 or 800-785-0360 www.
StJoMo.com.
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SMITHVILLE LAKE & ST. JOSEPH
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SMITHVILLE LAKE & ST. JOSEPH
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SMITHVILLE LAKE & ST. JOSEPH
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by Jonny Hawkins
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Equipment Needed for Starlight Crappie?
TIP OF THE MONTH

by John Phillips

“The biggest problem with
fishing for crappie during the
hot summer months is keeping
your minnows alive and lively,”
Sharman had mentioned to me
before we fished for crappie.
“Because the water is so
hot, an aerator is a must.” I like an
aerator like B & M’s Max-Air since
it puts out millions of bubbles
that come from the bottom of my
bucket and float to the surface.
But aeration alone will not keep
minnows from dying.
According to Gaines Hodnett,
another angling friend of mine,
“Fill plastic medicine bottles 3/4
of the way to the top with water.
Then screw the lids tight on the
bottles, and put the bottles in the
freezer. As soon as you buy your
minnows from the bait store,
place one of these bottles of
frozen water in your minnow bucket.
“I use to put ice straight in my minnow
water, but apparently some of the minerals
in the ice killed the minnows. Since I’ve
started utilizing the iced medicine bottles
and the aerator, I rarely lose any bait.”
Also, there are many new water treatment
chemicals that can be added to your bait
tank that are extremely good at keeping
your minnows alive longer.
For a rod, I like either a lightweight B &
M crappie rod, a Zebco ultralight rod or one
of Berkley’s new graphite ultralights. After
putting a small weight on the end of the line,
I then fish with a crappie rig that consists
of two drop lines coming off a mainline. I
usually fish four to six-pound test Berkley
XL, which due to its limpness helps me feel
a strike better.
When I fish with a 10- or 11-foot B &
M graphite pole, I rig with a crappie hook,
a small shot lead and a quill cork and set
the cork on the outside edges of the light.
Usually I fish two poles and one rod. My

fishing companion generally will have the
same number of lines down that I do.
Many crappiers use lanterns, either
floating lights that shine a beam down deep
toward the bottom or a lantern that draws
in bugs and allows the bugs to fall into the
water. Personally I utilize both kinds of lights
to make sure I’m fishing the right way.
I like to bait with live, large, shiner
minnows. My personal experience has been
that the bigger the minnows I fish, the larger
the crappie I’ll catch. However, I also carry
at least 1/2 dozen 1/24- and 1/32-ounce jigs
with me. Then if I run out of minnows or my
minnows start to die when the crappie begin
to bite, I still have bait to fish.
To learn more about how to catch
crappie during the hot summer months
check out “Crappie: How to Catch Them
Spring and Summer”, available in both
eBook, print and audible formats http://
amzn.to/WGaJLT.
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2017 Crappie USA Classic
Kentucky Barkley Lakes, Paris, TN
October 27 & 28, 2017
Hosted by Henry County Alliance
visit: www.RetireParisTN.com

Crappie USA
2 2 0 Mo h aw k Ave .
L o u i sv i l l e , KY 4 0 2 0 9
502-384-5924

www.crappieusa.com

Cool gear that’s
catching!
Kentucky
Lake . Paris .Tennessee
Mr. Crappie Premium Line
s Low memory; high abrasion resistance
s Special softeners for superb performance
s HiVis, Camo and Clear - 4, 6, 8 and 10 lb.
s Available in Mega Spool and Mega Bulk

Mr. Crappie Spinning Reels
s Strong graphite body and rotor
s Double anodized aluminum spool
s Zero Reverse one-way clutch

Mr. Crappie Slab Shaker Rods
s Premium graphite blanks s Lightweight EVA grips s Aluminum oxide guides

Mr. Crappie Slab Shaker Spinning Combo
s Smooth 2-ball bearing system
s Thin, compact gear box
s Pre-spooled with Mr. Crappie HiVis line
s Graphite composite rods with split grip handle
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www.mrcrappie.com

HOW TO?

BnM How To Tie Knots with Clay
Blair

BnM_HPageCNOW2015_Layout 1 11/10/14 2:39 PM Page 1

Go Fishing With The B’n’M Pros.

Sam Heaton’s 7-Foot Super-Sensitive

The SHSS72n is a spinning rod with the same sensitivity and feel of the
jig pole series. Improvements include Dyna-Flo guides for smooth line
retrieval,and a cork knob handle for outstanding balance and feel.
Historically one of the most popular rods on the water, the SHSS72n is
still supple, strong and sensitive.

FISHING

Whitey Outlaw DOUBLE DUTY

Get back to “Fishing The Basics” with Whitey Outlaw. This MediumAction rod is for big heavy hybrid bream, monster shellcrackers & any
size crappie. It’s perfectly balanced with a comfortable foam handle
for all-day fishing - no reel needed! It features a tough & lightweight
Graphite Blank, and one tip eyelet, with one reinforced Tie Down Guide.

BNM POLE COMPANY • P.O. BOX 231, WEST POINT, MS 39773
WWW.BNMPOLES.COM • 800-647-6363 • WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/BNMPOLES
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Crappie Basics

Crappie Basics #148

Long Lining- How Much Line?

Nick Deshano, Offshore Tackle, says if you don’t have a line
counter there are a couple of ways to know how much line you have
out. You can measure from your reel. Measure two feet from your
reel and put a piece of tape. Now you can pull 2, 4, 6-feet, etc.
The second way is to put two marks or tape on your boat ten
feet apart and put the rod tip at one point. With the reel in free
spool, let your line come out until you get ten feet and repeat until
you get the amount of line you want. The key is to be able to repeat
the number of pulls so you get the same line length and therefore
the same depth.
“I get a kick out of coming down south and seeing the $5000
worth of electronics and pinpoint precision trolling speeds but when
asking what line length they might say a cast and a quarter. In other
words, they don’t know exactly. It makes a difference.”
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Huevos Rancheros
Huevos Rancheros
2 (28-ounce) cans diced tomatoes
1 tablespoon packed brown sugar
1 tablespoon lime juice
1 onion, chopped
1/2 cup chopped canned green chiles
1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil
3 tablespoons chili powder
4 garlic cloves, sliced thin
Salt and pepper
4 ounces pepper Jack cheese, shredded (1 cup)
8 large eggs
1 avocado, halved, pitted, and diced
3 scallions, sliced thin
1/3 cup minced fresh cilantro
8 (6-inch) corn tortillas, warmed
Use a heavyweight rimmed baking sheet; flimsy sheets will warp.
Adjust oven rack to middle position and heat oven to 500 degrees. Line rimmed
baking sheet with parchment paper. Drain tomatoes in fine-mesh strainer set over bowl,
pressing with rubber spatula to extract as much juice as possible. Reserve 1 3/4 cups
tomato juice and discard remainder. Whisk sugar and lime juice into reserved tomato juice
and set aside.
In separate bowl, combine onion, chilies, oil, chili powder, garlic, 1/2 teaspoon salt
and drained tomatoes. Transfer tomato mixture to prepared baking sheet and spread in
even layer to edges of sheet. Roast until charred in spots, 35 to 40 minutes, stirring and
redistributing into even layer halfway through baking. Reduce oven temperature to 400
degrees.
Transfer roasted tomato mixture to 13 by 9-inch baking dish and stir in tomato juice
mixture. Season with salt and pepper to taste, then spread into even layer. Sprinkle pepper
Jack over tomato mixture. Using spoon, hollow out 8 holes in tomato mixture in 2 rows.
Crack 1 egg into each hole. Season eggs with salt and pepper. Bake until whites are just
beginning to set but still have some movement when dish is shaken, 13 to 16 minutes.
Transfer dish to wire rack, tent loosely with aluminum foil and let sit for 5 minutes. Spoon
avocado over top, then sprinkle with scallions and cilantro. Serve with warm tortillas,
refried beans and hot sauce.
Thanks to Cook’s Country for this recipe.
Ingredients
Fish
1 1/2 pounds 3/4-inch-thick hake or pollack fillets, cut into 2x3- or 2x4-inch pieces
1/2 cup chopped green onions
3 tablespoons minced peeled fresh ginger
3 tablespoons Shaoxing wine (Chinese rice wine) or dry Sherry, divided
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COOKING & TIDBITS
2 tablespoons peanut oil or vegetable oil, divided
1 tablespoon soy sauce
Sauce
3 tablespoons sugar
2 tablespoons soy sauce
2 tablespoons Asian sesame oil
2 tablespoons Shaoxing wine (Chinese rice wine) or dry Sherry
1 tablespoon dark soy sauce
1 whole star anise
1/4 cup chopped green onions
Preparation
For fish:
Rinse fish and pat dry. Mix green onions, ginger, 1 tablespoon rice wine, 1 tablespoon
oil, and soy sauce in 11x7x2-inch glass baking dish. Add fish and turn to coat. Let marinate
1 hour at room temperature.
For sauce:
Bring first 6 ingredients to boil in heavy small saucepan, stirring to dissolve sugar.
Reduce heat to medium and simmer until sauce is slightly thickened and reduced to 1/3
cup, about 4 minutes. Remove star anise sauce from heat and cool.
Remove fish from marinade and place on several layers of paper towels to drain;
reserve marinade. Pat fish dry. Heat 14-inch-diameter flat-bottomed wok over high heat
until drop of water added to wok evaporates on contact. Add remaining 1 tablespoon oil to
wok, then fish pieces, spreading evenly. Cover and cook 30 seconds. Uncover and loosen
fish pieces with metal spatula. Reduce heat to medium and cook 1 minute. Turn fish pieces
over; cook 1 minute. Add remaining 2 tablespoons rice wine and reserved marinade from
fish. Cover and cook 1 minute. Remove wok from heat; let fish stand covered until just
opaque in center, about 1 minute. Using metal spatula, transfer fish and sauce from wok
to plate. Drizzle with some of star anise sauce. Refrigerate until cold.
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Tournament Results

SEPTEMBER 9th

HOI CRAPPIE CLUB

1. Dan/Brent
2. Kristen/Chad
3. Aaron/Lee

BIG FISH
1. Aaron/Lee

SEPTEMBER 9th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

INDIANA SLAB MASTERS
BROOKVILLE

Doug Allen/Larry Yates
Jason Collins/Jason Sayers
Bret Cunningham/Mike Spieker
Doug Sikora/Mike Bledsoe
Jim Raymer/Rob Raymer

6.25
6.25
6.01
5.44
5.37

BIG FISH
1. Doug Allen/Larry Yates

SEPTEMBER 10th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.06

CHATTANOOGA CRAPPIE CLUB
CHESTER FROST PARK

Allison Johnston/Mike Johnston
Brian Howard/Tina Howard
MikeBrock/Terry christner
Ricky Watts
Chris Marshall/Larry Reed

8.74
7.37
7.22
7.21
7.17

BIG FISH
1. Allison Johnston/Mike Johnston

1.86
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Tournament Results

SEPTEMBER 16th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CENTRAL ARKANSAS CRAPPIE
LAKE GREESON

Jason Westerberg/Jim Westerberg
Dustin Harris/Kelley Graham
Chris Head/Hunter Collie
Chris Chandler/Kyle Dines
Jeff Handly/Chris Williams

10.54
10.14
10.02
9.94
8.82

BIG FISH
1. Chris Head/Hunter Collie

SEPTEMBER 20th - 23rd
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.9

CRAPPIE MASTERS
Lakes Wash. Lee, Paradise, Whitt., Chicot

Paul Alpers/Phillip Haynes
Richard Bowling/Gary Lee
TJ Grooms/Tony Grooms
Randy Wolf/James Butz
Steve White/David White

21.89
21.5
21.47
20.91
20.62

BIG FISH
1. Barry Morrow/Chad Maupin
MALE/FEMALE
1. Cory Batterson/Dianne Stevens
ADULT/YOUTH
1. David Simmons/Jaxon Hall

2.19
20.61
17.86
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Tournament Results

SEPTEMBER 23rd
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MIDDLE TENNESSEE
NORMANDY

Will Trice/Brad Beard
Toby Ivey/Matthew Nash
Rodney Edwards/Coby Edwards
Larry Britton/Robert Baker
JW Jackson/Kane

10.15
10.08
8.78
7.99
4.87

BIG FISH
1. Rodney Edwards/Coby Edwards

SEPTEMBER 23rd

1.98

SHOALS CRAPPIE
PICKWICK

1. Joe Lambert
2. Jimmy McCarley/David McCarley
3. Darrell/Keith

SEPTEMBER 24th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

7.45
7.34
7.24

GRAND LAKES CRAPPIE SERIES
GRAND LAKES

Jeff Tobin/John Anderoni
Dustin Christman/AJ Mast
Matt Tuttle/Reed
Phil Stone/Dustin Fast
Joe Vanover/Jamie Longsworth

7.54
6.46
5.94
5.51
5.36
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CRAPPIE CALENDAR
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
NOV
NOV
NOV
NOV
NOV

1st
7th
7th
7th
7th - 8th
8th
8th
13th - 14th
14th
14th
14th
14th
14th
14th
14th
14th
14th
14th - 15th
14th - 15th
15th
18th - 21st
21st
21st
21st
21st
26th - 28th
28th
28th
28th
29th
4th
4th
4th
4th
5th

GRAND LAKES CRAPPIE SERIES
CRAPPIE NUTZ
KANSAS CRAPPIE CLUB
MAGNOLIA
HOI CRAPPIE CLUB
CHATTANOOGA
EAST TEXAS CRAPPIE SERIES
CAT TEXAS
CAROLINA CRAPPIE ASSOC.
CENTRAL ALABAMA
CENTRAL ILLINOIS
COOSA RIVER
CRAPPIE MASTERS
FLORIDA CRAPPIE CLUB
NORTEAEST OHIO CRAPPIE
PEACH STATE
WILLIAMS CREEK
INDIANA SLAB MASTERS
SPRINGFIELD
GRAND LAKES CRAPPIE SERIES
AMERICAN CRAPPIE TRAIL
EAST TN CRAPPIE CLUB
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
SHOALS CRAPPIE
WAPPAPELLO
CRAPPIE USA
FLORIDA CRAPPIE CLUB
NORTEAEST OHIO CRAPPIE
SPRINGFIELD
CENTRAL ILLINOIS
CHATTANOOGA
COOSA RIVER
CRAPPIE NUTZ
KANSAS CRAPPIE CLUB
SPRINGFIELD

GRAND LAKES
BLACKSHEAR
MELVERN LAKE
GRENADA LAKE
DAWSON LAKE
CHESTER FROST PARK
LAKE PALESTINE
LAKE PALESTINE
JORDAN/FARRINGTON
ALABAMA RIVER
DECATUR
WEISS LAKE
CARLYLE LAKE
LOCHLOOSA/ORANGE
BERLIN LAKE
BASHEAR
LAKE FORK
TANNERS CREEK
LAKE SHELBYVILLE
GRAND LAKES
LAKE OF THE OZARKS
FT LOUDON LAKE
WOODS RESERVOIR
CEDAR/SLICKROCK
WAPPAPELLO LAKE
KY AND BARCLAY LAKES
LAKE TARPON
SANDUSKY LAKE
LAKE SPRINGFIELD
LAKE SHELBYVILLE
CHESTER FROST PARK
LOGAN MARTIN
EUFAULA
CLINTON LAKE
TBA
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CLASSIC
OPEN
CLUB
CLUB
CLASSIC
CLUB
CHAMPOINSHIP
10th ANNUAL TSCC
CLUB
CHAMPOINSHIP
CLUB
CLUB
NATIONAL QUALIFIER
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
2 PERSON TEAM 5 FISH
CLASSIC
CLUB
CLASSIC
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
CLUB
CLUB
CLASSIC
CLUB
CLASSIC
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
OPEN
CLUB
CLASSIC

CRAPPIE CLUBS
Club

Contact

FACEBOOK

AMERICAN CRAPPIE TRAIL

Matt Morgan

Facebook

BAYOU STATE CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION

Brandon Jennings

Facebook

CAPITOL CRAPPIE CLUB

Austin Kneeskern

Facebook

CAROLINA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION

RICK Eudy

Facebook

CENTRAL ALABAMA CRAPPIE CLUB

Dan Dannanmueller/Jonathan Phillips

Facebook

CENTRAL ARKANSAS CRAPPIE CLUB

Jason Westerberg

Facebook

CENTRAL ILLINOIS CRAPPIE CLUB

Joe Schrader/Greg Foley

Facebook

CHATTANOOGA CRAPPIE CLUB

Mike Johnston/Jim Edmister

Facebook

CRAPPIE ANGLERS OF TEXAS

JAY Reve

Facebook

CRAPPIE MASTERS

Mike Valentine

Facebook

CRAPPIE USA

Darrell Van Vactor

Facebook

CRAPPIENUTZ MS

Robert Smith/Joe Faircloth

Facebook

EAST TENNESSEE CRAPPIE CLUB

Facebook

EAST TEXAS CRAPPIE SERIES

Creekside sports-903-849-2634

Facebook

EASTERN MISSOURI CRAPPIE CLUB

Steve Perotto

Facebook

FLORIDA CRAPPIE CLUB

Darrell Cole

Facebook

GRAND LAKE CRAPPIE SERIES OH

Jeff

Facebook

HOI CRAPPIE CLUB

Chad Anderson

Facebook

INDIANNA SLAB MASTERS

Joe Long/Damon Phillips

Facebook

KANSAS CITY CRAPPIE CLUB

Hoe Bragg/Frank Haidusek

Facebook

MAGNOLIA CRAPPIE CLUB

Michael Nowell/Roger Womack

Facebook

MIDDLE TENESSEE CRAPPIE CLUB

Toby Ivey

Email

NORTHEAST GEORGIA CRAPPIE

Kevin Strong

Facebook

NORTHEAST OHIO CRAPPIE CLUB

Dan Elko/Robert Elko

Website

OKLAHOMA CRAPPIE TRAIL

Darrell and Brian

Facebook

PEACH STATE CRAPPIE CLUB

Robert Smith

Facebook

RIPPN' LIPZ

Jimmy/Jessica Walters

Facebook

SHOALS AREA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATON

Keith Dodd

Facebook

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS CRAPPIE

Chad Hamson

Facebook

SLABMASTERS TOURNAMENT TRAIL

Jamie Moore/Dan Sidle

Facebook

SPRINGFIELD CRAPPIE CLUB IL

Jerry Jallas/Rick Montooth

Facebook

WAPPAPELLO CRAPPIE CLUB MO
WILLIAMS CREEK CRAPPIE CLUB

Facebook
Danny Kemp/Bob Parkinson
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Website

PRODUCTS
Stubby Steve’s Attractant - www.stubbysteve.com
Fishermen work hard to avoid unwanted
scents on their jigs including gas, sunscreen,
bologna and other unnatural smells. Just as
odd scents repel crappie, good smells attract.
The name “Stubby Steve” has become
a difference-maker for many successful
fishermen. It masks offensive odors while
providing it’s own attractive smell. There are
two more great bonuses. It mimics actual fish
food pellets leaving a cloud of chum around
the bait. Also, it last most of the day instead
of one bite like competitors.
Since the bait stays on the hook, add
it after placing a minnow because it aids in
keeping the minnow on the hook.
Compare it for yourself side-by-side with
your favorite scent to see the difference.
Check out testimonials and more info at stubbysteve.com.

BugBand Insect Repellent - www.bugband.net
BugBand has been around for
many years and the company has always
supported crappie fishing. They are known
as a leader as a natural insect repellant.
Founder Dan Ritter says, “I wanted to
create something that wasn’t smoke and
mirrors. It had to be something effective
and would help people. The Geranol is
tested to be environmentally friendly, safe
with zero toxicity.” There is no deet or other
dangerous chemicals in the product.
The BugBand wristband is a great
choice for any outdoor activities. The
vapors form a protective shield around the
immediate area, keeping insects a safe
distance away. One band last up to 120
hours when resealed between each use. Wearing suggestions include wrist, belt,
belt loop, ankle, hat band and boat seat.
Other options are available including pump sprays and handy towelettes. For
more information and ordering, check their website at BugBand.net.
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1st Place
Nilah Cossins
Local pond in MO.
Catch and release

Don’t forget to send in
your recent photo by the
15th.
Crappie NOW e-magazine
accepts color digital images
for publication. A single
photo will be selected
after the 10th of each
month for the next month’s
edition. The winner will be
contacted via email with
prize information.
Check out www.crappienow.
com for more details.
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Runner Up
Derek Mazurkewycz

KS Crappie Club Tuttle Creek Lake in
Manhattan KS.
15 inches and weighed 2.07lbs

Runner Up
Cale Nickles
Grandpa’s pond in Harrod OH
15 inches
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Happy Fall Y’all!
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